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FINITUDE AND TRANSCENDENCE 
IN THE THOUGHT OF JUSTUS BUCHLER 

Robert S, Corrington 
Pennsylvania State University 

The nature of the human process can be characterized as a movement 
between a sense of finitude and a drive for transcendence. The sense of 
finitude is sharpened whenever we come to grips with our embed
dedness in a world which has no recognizable origin or telos, We 
encounter limits and compulsive powers which blunt the scope of our 
drive for encompassment. For thinkers like Heidegger, this sense of 
finitude is most clearly evident in our being-toward-death, in which the 
ultimate eclipse of the human process is announced, Within the 
tradition of American Naturalism, this sense of finitude is expressed in 
terms of our indebtedness to a nature which defines our possibilities and 
parcels out our actualities. 

The drive for transcendence announces itself whenever the human 
process struggles to leap beyond natural configurations toward a sense 
of encompassment. This sense is quickened whenever our products or 
judgments take on a life which transcends their conditions of origin. 
Any human product is capable ofattaining new relations and new forms 
of relevance. By doing so it overcomes those antecedent conditions 
which marked the limits of its unfolding and instantiation. On a deeper 
level, the drive for transcendence is strikingly present whenever persons 
live within the life of ramified query in which the movement of 
encompassment becomes the very life blood of thought. Human 
maturity or authenticity can be defined as the ability to sustain the 
tension between the relentless constraints of finitude and the equally 
relentless lure of transcendence. 

While Continental thinkers have well understood this tension and 
have produced philosophic works which speak from out of this 
diremption, it is less clear how the classical American tradition has 
articulated the interplay between them. Idealists such as Royce have 
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been less inclined to focus on finitude in favor of a highly charged 
account of transcendence. Naturalisis such as Dewey and Buchler have 
carefully delineated the various dimensions of finitude but have not, so I 
would argue, been adequate in their treatment of transcendence. 
Buchler, in particular, has been more unrelenting than Heidegger in 
tracing the finite boundaries of the self. What Heidegger understands by 
thrownness, Buchler presents as our fundamental debt to a nature with 
no outline or center. 

I wish to focus on the early work of Buchler in order to show how he 
masterfully exhibits the various meanings of finitude in the human 
process while failing to give a properly radical account of transcen
dence. In addition, I wish to show how his later systematic metaphysics 
provides the conceptual horizon within which the earlier studies of 
human nature can be located. Since, as scholars like A ndrew Reck have 
argued, Buchler represents an important consummation of American 
humanism and naturalism (terms with which Buchler would be 
uncomfortable) then it is important that we gain itlsight into the 
limitations of this tradition. l Once this has become clear we can begin to 
find a way ofarticulating the other pole of the human process, the drive 
for transcendence. 

The tradition of Naturalism evolved Over an extended period, 
involving a number of thinkers as diverse as Santayana, Dewey, 
Woodbridge, Nagel, Randall, and Buchler. Strictly speaking, such 
naturalism avoids that kind of mechanistic and reductionistic frame
work which characterizes positivism) Its primary concern is to 
illuminate the contours of the self within the innumerable orders of 
nature and thereby to articulate more properly the reach of human 
nature. Sidney Gelber, writing on Buchler in 1959, gives this acCOunt of 
the Naturalist perspective: 

All naturalists are aware of the irrevocable character of nature's workings and the 
inevitable cycles of birth, growth, and death that impinge upon the human figure. Natural 
piety is an inescapable datum in the intellectual consciousness of the philosophic naturalis1,3 

Piety in the face of nature entails that method become attuned to 

antecedent structures and powers. While such piety does not require us 

to submerge ourselves in harsh inevitabilities, it does move us to honor 

those evolutionary and cultural traits which mark the outer boundaries 

of Our conscious experience. 

Like a number of Continental thinkers, Buchler links the concept of 
finitUde to that of perspective or horizon. Insofar as a person occupies a 
perspective, or is in a perspective, that individual will have not only 
hermeneutic limitations but will be involved in meaning structures 
which may be unavailable to another perspective. This interpretive 
directionality, as part of what BUchler calls the proceptive direction, 
will function to illuminate the finite standpoint of the individuaL In 

Buchler's words, "The individuality of the individual. his finitude. is his 
limitation to the dominant perspective in his life. "4 We cannot leap out 
of our perspective, even though we may bring it into deliberate 
intersection with other horizons of meaning. It is more correct to say 
that the perspective is that which stands between the self and the world. 
marking the sphere of transaction between them. A perspective. as a 
humanly occupied order. is that which allows the world to matter to a 
self. It is that fundamental clearing within which orders may become 
manifest. 

Perspectives do not come ready made and cannot be manipulated at 
will. Underlying the evolution of human experience are those natural 
structures which govern any perspectival assimilation of reality. In 
infancy, the process of assimilation dwarfs any manipulative potency of 
the self. In the words of Buchler: 

The entrance of an individual into the world is the advent of a process of assimilation: 
nature and history begin to communicate their burden to him: he begins by accepting a 
world in which his procepts include no utterances by him. and in which the manipulative 
side of his being is random.5 

This is a far cry from Husserl's sovereign transcendental ego. which 
imposes its constituting acts onto a phenomenal field devoid of intrinsic 
contours. Insofar as we learn to constitute or form experience we do so 
against the backdrop of a fundamental assimilative process. I t is nature 
in its giving of itself that serves as the momentum of assimilation. We 
experience nature long before we experience experience. 

Human finitude is not only manifest in our perspectival dimension 
but in the sheer located ness of the human process in vast domains which 
have served to shape the very perspective within which we must 
understand both self and world. I n a particularly striking passage, 
Buchler traces out some of the senses of our located ness in nature: 

Man is born in a state of natural debt, being antecedently committed to the execution or 
the furtherance ofacts that will largely determine his individual existence. He moves into a 
contingent mold by which he is qualified and located, and related to endless things beyond 
his awareness. From first to last he discharges obligations. He is obliged to sustain or alter, 
master or tolerate, what he becomes and what he encounters." 

Our fundamental indebtedness can never be cancelled, no matter how 
robust our manipulative prowess. While Buchler affirms that assimila~ 
tion and manipulation are equally fundamental, it is clear that 
assimilation is ofgreater scope in determining the outlines of the human 
process. To be finite is to be always one step behind nature and its 
overwhelming provision of possibilities and actualities. Our perspec
tival dimension is but one manifestation of the pervasive reality of our 
located ness in innumerable complexes not of our own making. 7 

While we can certainly control many of the complexes within our 
immediate and remote environments, it is equally clear that we are 
constantly compelled to retrace paths which have been deeply grooved 
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by our phylogenetic heritage. The ontogenetic development of the 
individual is only possible within the context of those evolutionary 
structures which have enabled the human process to emerge into its 
present configuration. Cultural and technological evolution have not 
seriously altered the power imbalance between the world and the self. In 
the words of Buchler: 

Notwithstanding the egoism ofa technological age, the individual is allotted feeble powers 
by the nature of things. and moves in an environment largely uncontrollable. Truistically 
speaking, gross compulsion is equivalent to the finitude of the self, implying the 
restrictiJns that appertain ipso/aclo to a proceiver.K 

It would seem that most of the claims made by modern and post
modern philosophy about the powers of transcendence within the self 
are unwarranted in the light of that gross compulsion which marks 
every dimension of the human process. Whatever manipulative powers 
we possess are parcelled out sparingly by a nature that does not tolerate 
perspectival inflation. 

This intolerance for any perspective which would deny its ordinal 
location, its sheer littleness, is unrelenting. As Dewey exhibited from a 
variety of angles, perspectives have their own natural history and are 
prey to the processes of natural selection.9 While nature spawns more 
perspectives than it can validate, it also struggles to bring its wayward 
children back into the fold. Hence our finitude is not only manifest in 
the mere having of a dominant perspective but further announces itself 
in those pressures which leave their traces around the edges of our 
perspectival fields. Whether or not we choose methodological humility, 
we are already humbled by the gross compUlsion which locates and 
limits horizons. 

Our products, whether physical or not, stand under the mark of 
finitude. Anything which emerges from out of our saying, doing, or 
showing will to some extent mirror its conditions of birth. Each product 
reflects the perspective which shaped it and which it in turn helped to 
shape. Products are judgments which may be embodied in assertive, 
active, or exhibitive modes. For Buchler: 

A judgment presupposes a set of limiting conditions. a perspective, within which it 
functions to define properties. The individual is one natural complex among the natural 
complexes which establish a perspective or limiting order for each judgment. Its 
perspective is what makes a judgment relevant to some portion of the world. An 
individual judges with respect to the traits that are traits for him. When he molds, 
describes, or acts. he reckons with realities that antedate that production; yet it is he who 
through production primarily circumscribes the scope of the product. 1O 

The product is embedded in its inaugural perspective and in its own 
conditions of origin. The contour of a given product is partially 
determined by those judgments which actualize latent possibilities of 
expression or art iculation. The judgments that go into the creation of a 
product are themselves caught up in a natural history and have their 

own internal lines of convergence which attest to the power of those 
orders from which they have come. No judgment or product emerges 
out of tho void. R,dii of involv<m,nt ," found", p"t of tho 
constitution of any human contrivance. Hence all products are 

embedded in antecedent structures and powers.
Richard Bernstein compares Buchler's analysis of the relation 

botW"n p,,,p,ctiv<', judgm,nt., and p,oduct' to that of H,g'\. 
Sp«ifically, h' "gu" that Buehl" i, wo,king within tho majo, 

historical insights of the phenomenological movement: 

For in this tradition. especially in Hegel himself. we can see a perspective developed in 
which man's products are not simply viewed as objects external to him, but as the direct 
expression, the ohjectiflcation of what he is. Just as Hegel would maintain that an 
individual is and is not the totality of his ohjectifications (judgments), so Buchler claims 
that although the totality of an individual'sjudgments mirror the self. they do not exhaust 
the powers and potentialities of the individuaL Buchler humanizes and 1Inaturalizes the ns 
phenomenological insight, and he strips it of its intellectual pretensio . 

As our judgments, whether active, assertive, or exhibitive, become 
,mbodi,d in p,oduct', th,y tak' on a nawal hi,to'y of thoi' own and 
"roggl< 'gain,t tho pow,," of in"tia and ,hw indill",n"" Funda
mental to the human process is the externalization of our judgments 
into those artifacts which mark our journey through time. While we 
can not d i"ov<' tho full eontou< of tho "If thwugh an ,num"at ion of 
it. p,od ", w, can gain a faidy "Iiabl< "m" of it. inn" logic and 

outw"due,oeial involvom,n". A, notod by B"n,td

n
, Buehl" ,t<ip' hi, 


analysis of judgment of Cartesian and mentalistiC biases which have 

limited the scope and effectiveness of Continental phenomenology. 


Human finitude is thuS manifest on a variety of levels. from the 
nature of our dominant perspective, to the sheer located ness of the 
huma n P'oc<" in th' innum'"bl< o,d,,' of naW', to tho p",p,ctival 
and antecedent traits of our products. In his later works, Buchler 
articulates the nature of the finitude that belongs to non-human 
complexes. We will exhibit this structure shortly. For our present 
pu<po'" it i, 'nough to ,hoW how t h' huma n P'""" i, d"ply finit< in 
its direction and various domains. We must nOW turn to an examination 
of how Buchler understands the movement of transcendence within the 

human process. 

manifest whenever we ramify and extend judgments made or products 

discovered in order to find lines of relevance previOUsly overlooked. A 

p,oduct n"d not b, limit,d to i" eond ition, of o,igin and may ind"d 

take on a life outside of the purview of its producer. Buchler asks us to 

think about the open-ended possibilities of some of our products: 


On the conscious level, the drive for transcendence is most clearly 

What is being produced when a scientific hypothesis or a work of art comes into being? In 
either case the ramifications are not limitable; for in the one, formal implications and 
methodological effects are continually possible. and in the other, there is no boundary to 
the scope of critical articulation. The ramifications realize the substance of the product, 12 

which, plainly. may far exceed the existence and ken of the producer. 
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Not only may the creator's intention be irrelevant to the communal 
realization of the product, but the product itself may contain far more 
than evidenced by its conditions of origin. Ramificational possibilities 
always exceed ramifications made. A given product may cease to be 
relevant for an individual or a community, but it is always possible that 
some future articulations will enable the product to transcend its prior 
meanings and traits. 

If products can transcend themselves whenever they are further 
realized and articulated by the community. then it follows that 
perspectives are themselves capable of self-transcendence. While many 
perspectives preserve an im,perial intent, denying any perspectival 
intersection or further permeation of their boundaries, it is clear that 
most perspectives are constantly open to at least a minimal degree of 
self-overcoming. The sense of encompassment is balanced by the 
realization that no one horizon or perspective can take over for all 
others. Philosophy is the outward manifestation of that Reason which 
moves perspectives beyond their hubristic self-closure. For Buchler: 

Philosophy effects a distinctive realization: that the categorial struggle to encompass 
structures of indefinitely greater breadth is both inevitable and valid. The philosopher 
comes to see that one perspective can excel orembrace but not annul another. Those who 
are most truly liberated by the philosophic spirit are likely to be most subject to the 
compulsion of other philosophies. Such compulsion does not entail literal cognitive 
acceptance but greater articulative mastery over one's own perspective and over the other. 
and greater conceptual endowment for the sense of encompassment. L1 

Perspectival intersection is aided by the drive for generic encompass
ment. No horizon can be self-validating any more than it can claim to 
fully articulate the complexes within its scope. Insofar as a perspective 
opens itself to semiotic and hermeneutic possibilities outside of its 
intrinsic meaning-horizon, it participates in transcendence. It should be 
noted that perspectives are humanly occupied orders and cannot be 
attributed to pre-human complexes without some conceptual modifi
cations-a mistake made by Leibniz and Whitehead. Humans are 
perspectival, although not reducible to their perspectives. The drive for 
transcendence is clearly manifest whenever a horizon recognizes its 
need for further validation and expansion. Within the heart of most 
perspectives lies a deep hunger for horizonal intersection and greater 
encompassment. 

Products and perspectives transcend themselves whenever they allow 
for further traits of meaning and relevance. As these traits are added to 
the stock of the prior order, they enhance its scope and deepen its 
integrity. Of course, a product or perspective may take on a radically 
different meaning than that intended by its producer or occupant. The 
direction of an individual life may alter in such a way as to transcend 
previous conditions. Here "transcendence" means that a fundamental 
shift in the proceptive direction has taken place. It does not mean that a 
new proceptive direction has annulled the first but that some shift has 
taken place within the sole directionality. 

The animating center of perspectival intersection is what Buchler 
calls "query." Unlike inquiry, which is tied to assertive judgments and 
the life of science, query is found in all dimensions of the human 
process. It is not tied to the model of problem solving and is not 
reducible to specific tactical methodologies. For Buchler: 

Query is more prodigal than method as such. For although it necessarily represents 

utterance moving toward some end. it luxuriates and complicates. The primary effort of 

method is repeatedly to complete its instances: of query. to deepen each instance. Method 

without 4 y can destroy mankind and its own laborious progeny. Method informed by 


uerquery is the essential expression of reason. Reason is query aiming to grow and flourish 

forever." 


The movement of transcendence is. for Buchler, the life of query. No 

antecedent commitment is sufficient to satisfy the desire for further 

probing and articulation. To say that query is prodigal is to say that 

finitude will always push up against the boundaries which threaten to 

foreclose it. I nsofar as Buchler admits a religious dimension into his 

Naturalism. it is most clearly evident in his understanding of that 
liberating query which transcends our various methods. 

Of course. query will be manifest in different ways in different 
methodic contexts. Scientific inquiry, when deepened by query, will 
seek a different kind of satisfaction than will poetic judgment. Buchler 

shows the difference as follows: 

When the ancient Greeks said that the pursuit of wisdom begins in wonder. they laid the 
foundation for the concept of query. But there are at least two kinds of wonder. There is 
the wonder that seeks to be appeased and the wonder to which appeasement is irrelevant. 
In the species of query exemplified by science. the former dominates; in that exemplified 
by poetry. the latter. Scientific wonder seeks to resolve the questions it provokes. Poetic 
wonder seeks no resolutions: its interrogative ness is not generated by vexations.'5 

Like Heidegger. Buchler sees a kind of ontological wonder working 
within the heart of that kind of thinking which transcends ordinary 
methodic probing. This wonder, most fully embodied in the life of the 
poet. transforms our perspective not only by exhibiting a novel array of 
complexes but by making us sensitive to the shock of the sheer 
prevalence of the world. Buchler, while denying the supremacy of the 
notion of Being, has some sense of the ontological difference in his 

16 
understanding of the relation between query and wonder. 

The drive for transcendence within the human process is thus 
manifest on three levels. On one level, it appears whenever a product or 
judgment goes beyond the conditions of its origin to acquire new traits. 
This process may be indefinitely ramified, particularly if the product is 
one of great exhibitive power. On the second level, transcendence 
appears whenever a perspective rejects self-closure so as to become open 
to extended intersection with at least one other perspective. On the third 
level, transcendence is manifest within the ongoing life of query, which 
issues in wonder and the love of inventive communication. All three 
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levels are interdependent and work together to insure that brute finitude 
is quickened by the lure of transcendence. 

The tension between finitude and transcendence is eternal and 
pervasive. It is impossible to leap outside of this tension in SOme 
misplaced drive for repose and order. Human individuality is most fully 
actualized whenever the sense of finitude and the drive for transcen
dence are allowed full SCope. Within the dialectical unfolding of these 
dimensions lies the grace-filled logic of the human process. 

For Buchler, transcendence is most strikingly manifest in the ongoing 
life of query, which struggles against concrescence and closure. Query 
quickens and deepens the life of each perspective which it serves. It 
pushes up against limits. In the words of Beth Singer, "The person 
engaged in query probes, guesses, tests; he seeks for and weighs 
alternatives, explores limits and possibilities, endeavors to validate 
judgments."17This relentless pressure against mere methodic repetition 
preserves the drive for transcendence against the inertia and imperial 
self-satisfaction which generally governs communal and personaltransactions. 

In the realm of art, whose products are the result of eXhibitive 
judgments, query deepens the sense of wonder and the sense of 
prevalence. In poetic query in particular there is an emphasis on the 
traits of the complex as a prevalence in its own right. Again, in the 
words of Beth Singer, "Not only is the writing of a poem a process of 
query, the poem itself is the embOdiment of query: it explores the traits 
of the complex it shapes or delineates. "18 The poem thus has a special 
ontological status. In one sense it is an artifact of culture with its own 
natural linguistic and physical history. As such it is as much a product as 
are many space-time particulars. In another sense it is one of the 
primary locations for the sense of that prevalence which lives at the very 
heart of the human process. The exhibitive judgments embOdied in all 
forms of art serve as goads to further query and the sheer exploration of 
possibilities. From the sense of the prevalence of the specific '0bjects' of 
the poem may emerge the more encompassing sense of the prevalence of 
the world itself. We will return to this theme later. 


I n expressing the tensions between the various experiences of finitude 

and transcendence in the human process, we have relied on more 

general notions which are part of what might best be called a 

metaphysics of nature. To clarify and strengthen Our grasp of the 

overall contour of human perspectives and their resultant products, it is 

necessary to analyze the characteristics of those natUral complexes 

which are neither perspectives nor products. This entails a discussion of 

Buchler's metaphysics as developed in Metaphysics of Natural
Complexes. 

Analogous to the tensions within human experience between its sense 
ofsheer located ness and its movement toward transcendence is the dual 
status of those natural complexes which prevail outside of our 

perspectives. This duality is manifest, on the one side, in the finitude of 
complexes and their constituent traits, and, on the other side, in those 
ramificational possibilities which eclipse their given trait configura
tions. The concern of a general metaphysics is to find some categorial 
framework which will be fair to all natural complexes no matter what 
their status in nature. While many philosophers have criticized the 
notion that we can reflect on the most pervasive features of the world, 
Buchler insists that such generic articulation is inevitable: 

All philosophers have categories in the sense that in their thinking. whatever its level of 
generality, some concepts function more regularly and effectively than others, toward the 
end of making distinctions or making observations or framing principles. Those concepts 
which are indispensable in determining the character of a philosophy are its categories. 19 

While we can have categories of limited scope-for example, those 
pertaining to the realm of art or the metaphysics of community-it is 
necessary to attain a degree of self-conscious clarity about those 
categories which purport to be about all orders of nature. The issue is 
not between those who would use such categories and those, such as the 
post-structuralists, who would deny the efficacy of generic concepts, 
but between those who have an effective and judicious conceptual array 
and those who, in their very denial of such a framework, use metaphors, 
analogies, or categories of only limited scope to define orders for which 
they are not applicable. The effectiveness of a general metaphysics is 
gauged by its ability to make each order understandable in its own terms 
while at the same time providing translation mechanisms by which 
thought can move from such an order to others which are both like and 
unlike it. 

The most general categories are thus those which apply to anything 
whatsoever. While no human perspective can be fully successful in 
developing such concepts, it is possible to proceed in such a way as to 
illuminate some key traits of the world. Generic reflection is fully 
compatible with fallibilism. 

While any general metaphysics will contain a mutually amplifying 
array of categories, one category will often function as what might be 
called an enabling category. Such a pre-category provides the broadest 
possible categorial clearing within and through which the other 
categories may function. For Buchler, this category is that of the 
"natural complex": 

The concept of natural complex not only permits satisfactory generic identification; it 
permits various distinctions and categorizations. It encourages striving after the functions 
of generalizing precisely and portraying uniquely.20 

The value ofan enabling category can only be measured by its fecundity 
in the articulation and location of other categories, Insofar as it is free 
from foundationalist or reductionalist intent it can liberate query for a 
more adequate exploration of identities and differences. 21 More 
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importantly, an enabling category does not specify the "whatness" of 
the world any more than it serves as a conceptual primitive into which 
all differences must be translated. It enables thought to trace more 
carefully the contours of the world.22 

For Buchler, each natural complex is an order of traits and, at the 
same time, a trait within another order. Anything discrimina ted by us is 
a natural complex although there are innumerable complexes which are 
not available to us. Whatever we say about the general features of those 
complexes which function within human perspectives, we can say about 
all complexes: 

Every complex (complex of traits) is thus a constituent of some other complex and 
includes other complexes as constituents of it. Stated in what will prove to be an 
important equivalent way, every complex is an order of complexes and belongs to an 
order ofcomplexes. Every complex may belong to more than one order, and conceiYably 
to any number of orders.'.' 

This dual directionality gives an indication of both the finitude and 
non-finitude of all natural complexes. Insofar as a complex "belongs to 
an order of complexes" it will be subaltern to that order and hence 
located by an order of greater scope. Insofar as a complex 'contains' its 
own constituents it will locate them and render them subaltern to itself. 
Thus a given natural complex both locates and is located. This is a 
twofold form of finitude. On the other hand, the given complex will 
have relevance for other orders, both actual and possible, and stand 
ready to assume new and perhaps unexpected forms of relation. It will 
be open to change or the admission of new traits. In this sense it can 
transcend its current trait constitution and thereby have new and 
different forms of relevance for other complexes. 

A complex is just the complex that it is even if it is difficult to 
articulate its identity. Whenever a complex is discriminated it assumes 
some kind of configuration for human awareness and can be 
distinguished from all other complexes. Buchler rejects a monadic view 
which would see each constituent of reality as mirroring all others from 
its given perspective. Unlike Whitehead he insists t-hat no order or 
complex is relevant to all others. Instead he argues that the scope of a 
complex is limited, even if that scope is always open to expansion and 
constriction. 

While complexes are open to the admission of new or even novel 
traits, no complex will be so open as to be without identity. Each 
complex, whether discriminated by humans or not, will be exclusive of 
parts of the world: 

A complex indeterminate in all respects would have no traits. For each trait is a 
determination, implying the exclusion of some other trait and the imposition of limits
implying a prevalence. 2' 

Insofar as a complex prevails or obtains, it must set some limits to the 
intrusion of other complexes. It will also have its own limits which, 

while open to modifi"tion, will limit i" ,cope and efficacy fM the w o,ld 
b<yond i" p"valen'" The "tego,y of p"valence i"eif i' one which 
points in the direction of both finitude and non-fmitude. m 

F0' , complex to p"v,il it mu" p,ese",e i" own sub,lte te,i" ,nd 

stand in relation to other complexes. it must be "ineluctable" and have a 

",ph"e of p,imacy ,nd domin'tion," which i, "",teictive and exclu,ive 

of oth" complexes."" In thi' "n", p"valenee poin" to the ,hee< 

f..itude of' complex, to i" being one thing and not ,noth" and to i" 

"fu,,1 to ,dmit neW t"its into its identity. Con",,,ted to p"v,lenee is
e 

what Buehl"can,",Ies"nee,"which i, that dimen,ion of n,w which 

involVes the ,dmi"ion of teai", wheth" tempo"lIy (in the foem of 

becoming) or structurany. Insofar as a complex is prevalent in one sense 

it will not b< ,Ie",ent. Howev", ,complex may p"v,iI in one o,dec 

while being alescent in another. For example, a tree may prevail as a 

f,idy ,tatic object within the p'"pective of' hum,n ob""''' while 

being a\escent (admitting neW traits) in the order of insect life. The tree 

,dmi" the teai" of an inva,ive in"ct community and i, dimini,hed in 

specifiC way'. Buehl" would can thi" ,poli,tive ale"en"· Hence the 
tree is both prevalent and a\escent but in different respects. 

Hence, a complex is finite as the prevalence that it is. By the same 
token, it is fmite as an alescence because even here it is admitting some 
t"it' and not othe". Only certain teait' ace 'av,il,ble' to it at a given 
time. When these teaits """imil,ted, thecomplex will beo dif["entIy 
con,tituted prev,len". It win ,till obtain" ,omething which excludes 

A, noted, the oth" ,ide of peev,len" poin" in the di,,,tion of 
t"n"enden"'" Thi, "n" i, mo,t c1eady p""",ed in poetry,dwheee 
the poem makes itself open to the ,he" peevalence of the wod . The 
prev,len" of , given compleX poin" in th"e tWO ways. Initiany it 
poin" tow"d i" otheen'" f,om an th,t i" that i" tow"d its 
uniqueness within the innumerable complexes of the world. But, more 
deeply, it points toward the prevalence which lies at the heart ofenature. 
Poet<y conveys both the finite "n" of' complex', ineluct,bl ,,,Iity, 
whatever its ordinal placement (whether as a spacel time particular or as 
a so-caned 'ftctional' entity), and the more general sense of prevalence 

traits. 

per se. For Buchler: 
The radical difference between poetry and other disciplines (at least other disciplines 
communicating in language), with respect to the preyalences they lind, lies in the nature of 
the communicative burden. What poetry judges to preyail it communicates as prevailing, 
as sovereign and ineluctable. This is what is implied by saying that poetry conveys the 
sense of a preyalence (or of different preyalences). And a generalized sense of prevalence 

21also may supervene to deepen the grasp of prevalences, as maya generalized sense of 
parity where complexes have become habitually accepted for what they are. 

The general sense of prevalence, that every complex points to the 
prev,len" of the wo,ld itself, i, b"ic to the communicative pow" of 
poet,y. Of cou"e, on one level, the wodd i, con,tit uted by innume"ble 
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prevalences and alescences. But on a deeper leveL a level which is even 
more adequately articulated in religious language. the sense of 
prevalence awakens us to the mystery of transcendence. 

To summarize our account of the forms of transcendence evoked in 
Buchler's general metaphysics, we can focus on three dimensions. The 
first involves the openness of a complex to novel trait configurations. 
On one level of analysis this is the finite dimension of alescence in which 
the complex may change its configuration. On another level, however. a 
complex participates in transcendence whenever its scope or mUltiple 
integrities are enhanced. Those complexes which have a particularly 
rich contour (which is the sum of its various integrities) participate more 
fully in transcendence. Of course. this openness may diminish at some 
point in the history of the complex. 

The second form of transcendence is the prevalence of particular 
complexes. Insofar as a complex obtains at all in any respect it is a 
prevalence. Poetry provides us with a strong sense of the prevalence of 
the complex demarcated for exhibitive treatment. 

The third form of transcendence is that of the sheer prevalence of the 
world itself. This is most clearly manifest to human proceivers in that 
wonder which does not seek appeasement. Poetry moves between the 
second and third forms of transcendence and attempts to keep both 
open at the same time. Of course. the world would prevail even if it were 
not the 'object' of poetic query. The poet can only invoke that which is 
prior to the poetic act. 

Strictly, Buchler argues that the concept "Being" is insufficiently 
generic to 'cover' all complexes, particularly those which are pos
sibilities. He would resist a Heideggerian formulation of the ontological 
difference between beings and Being. However, the ordinal perspective 
is open to its own version of die Seinsjrage when it moves in the 
direction of the more general sense of prevalence. In the remainder of 
this essay, I will criticize Buchler's understanding of transcendence in 
both the human and pre-human orders. This entails showing how his 
understanding of finitude can be reconstructed to make it more 
sensitive to the movement of transcendence which works within the 
human process and which also speaks from out of the heart of nature. 

As noted, the human process also evidenced three forms of 
transcendence: that of the potentially endless ramification of products, 
that of perspectival intersection, and that of query. In each case, 
transcendence is limited to specific traits and trait possibilities. A 
product such as a work of art transcends itself whenever new 
interpretations (generating what Peirce called "interpretants") are 
added to previous ones. This phenomenon is well known in the 
hermeneutic tradition of "reader response." What is not clearly 
presented in the writings of Buchler is a sense of openness which points 
not to other traits or interpretations but toward an ultimate import 
which both shatters and sustains our particular interpretations. 

Human cultural products are more than the location of actual and 
possible interpretations but point ineluctably toward that elusive reality 
which is not an interpretation. The free space within which inter
pretation moves is not delimited or traceable by human query. The 
drive for hermeneutic encompassment is itself made possible by 
something else. Perspectival intersection, which entails the re-articU
lation of products, functions only when query moves from encom

passment toward the Encompassing.
Our sense of that which is not a natural complex is quickened 


whenever a product or perspective becomes open to that clearing which 

lets it find the expansion appropriate to its makeup. The Encompassing 

is best seen as the lure of all forms of transcendence, helping the finite to 

negate itself while expanding its trait configuration. Even if one were 

able to enumerate the 'sum' of all products or perspectives, this totality 

would not exhaust the ever receding abyss of the Encompassing. 

Buchler's rejection of the undelimited, of that which is without contour, 

closes off the Encompassing which makes it possible to have any 


perspective whatsoever. Within Buchler's writings there are some hints as to the nature of that 
reality which is not a natural complex. In his later reflections on the 
concepts of "world" and "nature" some indications are made as to that 
enabling condition which lies 'beneath' even natural complexes. 
Specifically, his understanding of the nature of ordinality, as that which 
is not the 'sum' of orders, moves toward that of the Encompassing. 
Nature. in its giving ofitself. stands as the undelimited location of those 
complexes which constitute the world. 2R Transcendence is most deeply 
felt when we go beyond complexes toward a sense of worldhood. Query 
points toward ordinality. toward Nature in its naturing of complexes. 

Lying beneath the restless movement of query is a sharper sense of 
encompassment than that felt in the mere movement from one 
perspectival structure to another. This sense is related to oUT grasp of 
ordinal placement and to the fundamental ordinality which lies at the 
core of the world. To understand our finitude is alreadY to understand 
what it is to be a subaltern trait within a vast domain which has no 
contour. The world transcends our proceptive direction on all sides and 
limits the scope of our various proceptive domains. The world is thuS 
that which encompasses us on all levels of ourfunctioning. We transcend 
ourselves whenever we reach further into the innumerable complexes of 
the reality which surrounds us.·Insofar as we distinguish between the 
concept of an order and the concept of the world, we have moved 
toward a deeper sense of encompassment. While we are encompassed 
by numerous orders, we are not always cognizant of the ways in which 
the world is itself an encompassing of a different kind. 

Thus we have a movement from one perspective to another which 
prepares the way for a more radical movement from the understanding 
of perspectives to the understanding of the world which stands as the 
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enabling condition for any and all perspectives. But even here we have 
not grasped the full radicalness ofthe human drive for transcendence
for a sense of encompassment. Buchler allows for those forms of 
transcendence which remain tied to products and perspectives. What is 
not clear is whether or not he is open to the more forceful kind of 
transcendence which comes from a recognition of that which makes 
even query possible. 

Query, in order to ramify and deepen judgments, must live and move 
within an open space which itself serves as the lure for its activities. 
Query cannot be self-generated and cannot propel itself. What animates 
and measures query is what might best be called the Encompassing 
itself, which transcends all products. all perspectives whether actual or 
possible, and the world which makes perspectives possible. The 
Encompassing is most clearly evident in its curious kind of absence in 
which it quietly opens out the space within which query moves. It is that 
clearing which enables us to have the very concept of world as that 
which encompasses orders and their traits. Hidden within the inner 
logic of query is that lure which insures that no perspective attained will 
be exhaustive of the abyss of the Encompassing itself. When the power 
of the Encompassing stands before thought and experience, then the 
right ratio between finitude and transcendence will have been attained. 
This is the ultimate fore-structure which animates Buchler's ordinal 
framework but remains hidden from view. Once the Encompassing 
becomes thematic for thought, the tradition of Naturalism will reclaim 
a more radical understanding of transcendence. 
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